
These Shoes: A Spiritual and Poetic Journey

Have you ever wondered if inanimate objects can undergo a spiritual and poetic
journey, revealing profound insights about life and human experiences? These
seemingly ordinary shoes have a story to tell, one that transcends their physical
form and delves into the realms of the soul and imagination.

The Beginning

These shoes were once new, shiny, and full of potential. They were carefully
chosen by their owner, who believed that the right pair of shoes could transform
their life. Little did they know just how transformative this journey would be.
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As the shoes began to be worn, their soles touched the ground, absorbing the
energy and stories of every place they visited. They walked through bustling
cities, serene natural landscapes, and hidden corners of the world, encountering
a myriad of diverse cultures and people along the way.

The Spiritual Awakening

It was during a stormy night, as rain poured down and the wind howled, that
these shoes had their spiritual awakening. They realized that their purpose was
not merely to protect feet or complete an outfit, but to serve as vessels for
profound emotions, connections, and expressions of the human spirit.

With each step taken, the shoes absorbed the joys, sorrows, and hopes of those
around them. They carried the weight of broken hearts, the excitement of new
beginnings, and the determination to persevere against all odds.

The Poetic Exploration

These shoes became more than just footwear; they were poetic explorers of the
world. Through their unique perspective, they witnessed the beauty and
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complexity of life, translating it into a language that transcends words.

They danced in the rain, feeling the droplets caress their worn leather,
transforming the mundane into a poetic expression of freedom. They walked
barefoot on sandy beaches, feeling the grains slip between their threads,
awakening a sense of grounded connection to the earth.

Lessons Learned

Throughout their spiritual and poetic journey, these shoes learned valuable
lessons about the human experience. They discovered that beauty lies in
imperfections, that strength is found in vulnerability, and that connections can be
formed even in the most unexpected ways.

They discovered that the world is full of stories waiting to be told, and it is up to
those who are willing to listen to be the storytellers. These shoes became silent
witnesses to countless narratives, absorbing the essence of existence and
reflecting it back through their worn-out soles.

The Legacy

As the shoes near the end of their journey, they hope to leave behind a legacy of
inspiration. They want to remind us that every step, no matter how small, can be
a profound act of self-discovery and adventure.

In the spirit of these shoes, let us embark on our own spiritual and poetic
journeys. Let us seek magic in the everyday and become storytellers of our own
lives. Let us learn from the wisdom of worn-out soles and embrace the beauty of
imperfection.

So, lace up your shoes and take that first step into the unknown. Who knows
what wonders await you on your own spiritual and poetic journey?



These shoes have indeed embarked on a remarkable spiritual and poetic journey,
defying expectations and revealing profound truths about the human experience.
They remind us that even the simplest objects can hold immense wisdom and
beauty.

So, the next time you see a pair of old shoes, worn and weathered, take a
moment to appreciate the journeys they might have embarked upon. Who knows
what secrets they hold, what stories they carry, and what lessons they can teach
us about life's spiritual and poetic dimensions?
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Overflow

You prepare a table before me

In the presence of my enemies.

You anoint my head with oil.

My cup overflows.
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(Psalm 23:5 REV)

I used to ask the Lord to fill my cup. Then one day, it occurred to me that if my
cup was only filled, then that's only enough to bless and hold me. So I prayed to
the Lord about it. He (?) me to my heart a to the Holy Spirit, who put a little extra
somethin', and I began to experience an abundance of the Spirit. I thanked God
that day because I had experienced overflow.

Overflow allows every willing human being to spread that extra spiritual energy to
someone whose cup isn't quite full. It's commonly manufactured from within and
spills out like lava from a volcano. It is extremely contagious. But the feeling is
simply unbeatable. Christians that are working a foundation from inside out most
times will always experience overflow.

Overflow is that substance that starts churning and burning within your soul. It's
too much to keep to yourself. Like patterns of the Holy Spirit, it spews out without
permission or warning. That's when you know deep down in your soul that you
have experienced exactly what you were created for: sharing the joy and good
news of Christ, helping others, lifting spirits. Once you experience overflow, it's an
act that you will crave for eternity. When our cup is full, we begin to feel
inadequate and may even sometimes question God, especially when we see
others going through hard times and we can't help. We tend to feel useless. We
need overflow to conquer those feelings. The Bible is always urging us to help
and serve others. If you are only serving God and not serving your fellow brother
or sister, then sadly that person will not experience overflow.

Special dedication to Ja'Mal Green; #1 Activist in Chicago, IL, Black Lives Matter
& All Organizations and active Generations from Boomers thru Gen Z;
determined to protest Social, Racial, Religious and Economic injustice plaguing
Our Society Worldwide.
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